
  
 
 

Tutor Information 
 
 

STANINES 

Stanines are normalised scores; the spread of scores among children in the research 
sample has been smoothed or transformed to fit a normal curve of distribution. They 
allow you to see how a child's performance is changing from well below normal into 
what might be considered average scores for the age group. Stanines of five or six 
would be within the average band. 

Stanines have a mean of 5 and a standard deviation of 2. 

Approximately   
  4% of sample would have Stanine 1  
  8% of sample would have Stanine 2  
12% of sample would have Stanine 3  
16% of sample would have Stanine 4  
20% of sample would have Stanine 5  
16% of sample would have Stanine 6  
12% of sample would have Stanine 7  
  8% of sample would have Stanine 8  
4% of sample would have Stanine 9 

 
Reference: Lyman, H.B. (1998). Test scores and what they mean (6th ed.). Boston, MA: Allyn and 
Bacon. 

 
As raw scores are grouped into stanines, and stanines refer to broad bands of scores, 
one might say they are not very sensitive indicators. On the other hand a belief in the 
exactitude of a raw score is not to be encouraged. All scores are surrounded by bands 
of error and one cannot rely on a raw score difference being a real rather than a chance 
difference. 
 
Stanines allow you to compare a child's performance across the Observation Survey 
tasks. The stanines put all the different scoring systems on to one scale and the scores 
can be compared. 
 
At the time of identification for Reading Recovery assistance, and at discontinuing the 
series of lessons, teachers' judgements should be informed by the profile of a child's 
scores showing where strengths and weaknesses are indicated. It is probably a good 
idea to consider stanine scores first for decisions about children entering Reading 
Recovery, but to use raw scores to identify differences within stanine bands. 
 
See M. M.Clay (2019). An Observation Survey of Early Literacy Achievement (4th ed.), 
p.126, for further information. 
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